Impact Questionnaire Results 2015-16
All participants of courses held by the SSC are invited to complete an impact questionnaire.
The current aim is to issue this follow-up questionnaire to all SSC courses 10 weeks after
training has taken place. Written examples are requested regarding how reading materials were
used and how participants might have implemented the training in their day-to-day practice.
These are responses we have received for courses held between August 2015 - June 2016.
The results are largely favourable although problems with getting handouts or notes from all
presenters is noted throughout. Other negative responses seem to arise where staff have
changes to caseload and knowledge gained from training is not deployed as expected.
Questions
Here is a visual summary of the results for each question across the courses.
1.

This course has improved my professional knowledge and understanding of concepts and
principles in this field.

2.

The course reading materials (handouts, websites, literature references etc) have been
used and referred to since the course.

3.

The course has enhanced my professional skills and abilities to meet the needs of the
children and young people I support.

4.

On reflection, the course has had a positive impact on my daily professional practice.

5.

I have implemented parts of the course into my practice.

6.

The course was an appropriate use of my time.

7.

I would recommend SSC courses to colleagues.

Individual Course Feedback
The following represents the feedback given for each course, including comments.
SSC Course 2: BSL Acquisition & Assessment of Deaf Children (28/08/2015)

Examples:
Reading materials
1. Researching websites; looking up authors.
2. Signed up to DCAL to use assessment BSL. Used research as a discussion topic with all
staff (Knoors & Marschark)
3. I read the reading recommended but have not used since the course.
4. Personal reading of articles highlighted
5. Information shared with colleagues.
Practice
1. Although my children are too young to assess using sites given, I have been using the ideas
underpinning.
2. Getting ready to use assessment with children.
3. I only have one signing child on my caseload and she is P2 I found the assessment too long
and most of it at too high a level for her.
4. Will be using the online test with pupils
Other Comments:
1. The course has lots of interesting information and discussion but I was slightly disappointed
with the assessment.
2. Thank you for the ongoing programme of professional development.

SSC Course 3: Eye Gaze, Apps and Switches (31/08/2015)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
I have looked at suggested websites for information re. eye gaze for a pupil in my class
2.
Accessed via his website and created a library within school of resources
3.
Have used website.
4.
Downloaded support materials and used as reference.
5.
Materials developed by Ian Bean very helpful - switch progression and Eye gaze
(HelpKidzLearn) software.
6.
I have used Ian’s switch book. I tried to download handouts but the password didn’t work.
7.
Website was given for follow-up information.
Practice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I have started using eye gaze with more pupils.
Reviewing how iPads are used, using and selecting apps appropriately
Have attempted to use apps but having difficulty with iPads
Used many of the suggested Apps in day to day use
Pupils using eye gaze as part of ICT lessons and have updated switches.
Use of eye gaze and switches.

Other Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The course could have been made shorter or more experience of using apps etc
Thanks!
Maybe too much squeezed into the day. Some hands-on time would have been good.
As always Ian Bean puts things over in a straight no-nonsense way that everyone
understands and is inspired by.
5. Nice people at this event. I met some great practitioners and enjoyed networking. Presenter
was fun. The Big Mac is mostly what I have used since. Some practical handson time might
have been good, but time limited J

6. This was a really practical day. The presenter knew all about high tech IT but used a very
balanced approach to choosing high tech, low tech or no tech to best meet his pupils needs.
Ian Bean is an excellent presenter.
7. Great course, inspirational presenter J
8. Specific examples of how to make the best use of switches would be useful to someone
who is encountering it for the first time.
SSC Course 6: Teaching Braille to Learners with a Visual Impairment (14-15/09/2015)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
Positive eye handouts and ideas.
2.
Have now looked at other Positive eye material with a view to using them.
3.
Used some ideas from handouts for introducing pre-braille skills.
Practice
1.
2.

Pre-braille skills/activities used with a 2 year old.
Pre-braille activities and ideas particularly useful.

Other Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Thanks!
Very good course - more please!
Not currently teaching a braille learner and this was new learning for me! Really enjoyed
the course. Thank you.
Excellent course - would definitely attend similar in the future.

SSC Course 7: Cochlear Implant Technology Update (30/09/2015)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
Websites.
2.
Used as examples in a course I had to deliver to TODs shortly afterwards.
3.
Used notes in discussion with colleagues.
Practice
1.
2.
3.
4.

Informing other staff. Awareness of new implants.
Not yet.
Programming receivers to CI for FM.
I have been able to speak to pupils about the use of new technology.

Other Comments:
1.
2.

3.
4.

I found the course interesting and potentially useful. Do not have any CI users on
caseload.
I would have put more members of staff on the course if it hadn’t said needed experience
(or similar) In fact new people would have benefitted equally and, I feel, have ben able to
assimilate the info. Great course.
Best course for some time. More of the same practical based courses please.
Excellent presentation, hands-on workshop. Small group presentation ideal for learning.

SSC Course 8: Intensive Interaction for children and young people with complex needs
and sensory impairments (02/10/2015)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
I have used the materials to explain to families and colleagues about the principles of
Intensive interaction.
2.
I have purchased 1.1 handbook.
3.
Very clear information and videos.
4.
Supporting colleagues to find an intensive interaction opportunity - encourage them to
follow their experienced instinct.
5.
Sharing knowledge with staff, using observation sheets in class.
6.
Used DVD with staff and then had discussion. Referred to notes and handouts for
information and support.
7.
Used website & looked up other professionals mentioned in handouts.
8.
Have made reference to documentation/handouts and viewed YouTube videos to reinforce
learning.
9.
Used as a point of reference when planning.
10. Using the progress chart.
Practice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I have concentrated more on my interactions with children during play rather than a toy or
piece of equipment.
Intensive interaction now embedded in practice as part of literacy/communication I
encourage my colleagues to use it with certain pupils and support them.
Knowledge of time and patience with children.
Supporting pupil support assistants.
Imitating children’s gestures and sounds. Helped turn taking.

6.

I have had two opportunities to support this and develop my own skills in II (intensive
interaction)
7.
I use the principles woith non-verbal autistic 4 yr old in my nursery.
8.
Beginning to. Working with twin boys age 3, video evidence gathered by educators
working with boys and discussion will support next steps.
9.
Within my lessons and I shared some info with fellow colleagues.
10. Using the methods used and the progress chart.
Other Comments:
1.

This was one of my favourite courses both in terms of content and in terms of delivery, and
has not only informed my practice but allowed me to explain it in reporting.
2.
Excellent course.
3.
Keep up with the good work and thoroughly enjoyed this course.
4.
Chance to reflect on experiences of intensive interaction with other attendees in groups
would have been helpful. After lunch before final session.
5.
A very worthwhile course which has helped develop my professional knowledge and
allowed me to pass that onto the other staff in school.
6.
This is the first time I have taught complex children. Course helped me to have a starting
point for interacting with them and developing a relationship with them.
7.
The course was interesting and well-presented but I feel the espoused methods and
techniques were extremely time-consuming. My everyday teaching time ill-affords the
luxury of limitless time.
8.
It was one of the most interesting and informative courses I have been on and I have since
passed on what I have learned to my school and other establishments.
9.
I am aware that II is a very useful means of ensuring a good level of communication
between myself and children I support. I am able to make connection much more quickly
when I have been incorporating strategies discussed.
10. Leading on from this I was made aware of intensive interaction coordinators training which
I am going to attend. This will be hugely beneficial for me as a practitioner and for my local
authority.
11. The course was well-led and gave me a much greater insight into the lives of the noncommunicative children I work with.

SSC Course 9: BSL Science Signs and Skills Update (27/10/2015)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
[Disagree] Just because I’m not teaching this currently but filed as excellent resources.
2.
Used for Nat 5 prelims revision
3.
Looking at the planet signs
Practice
1.
2.

[Disagree] Just because I’m not teaching this currently.
Cosmology - Definitions in sign of planets

Other Comments:
1.
2.
3.

Reinvigorated me as a teacher.
Clear, fun, informative. Great presentations, accommodation and resources. Well done!
Fab course J
I found the course very informative and enjoyable. The instructor was very good.

SSC Course 10: iPads in the Classroom for Learners with a Visual Impairment
(29/10/2015)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
Adjusted settings and explored options on my own iPad. Passed info to colleagues.
2.
Disseminated information from the course to teaching staff supporting a child with a VI.
3.
Received the audio file quite a bit later.
4.
No handouts.
5.
The notes took far too long to come.
Practice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Use of accessibility options: Voiceover, larger text, bold text increase contrast.
We have altered settings on iPads to make them more accessible
Shared info with SFL colleagues.
I have utilised parts of the course in discussions with staff directly supporting children with
VI.
Using the accessibility features on the iPad for pupils.
Organised 2 insets and used info from course.
Not yet - iPads are still not totally commonplace.

Other Comments:
1.

2.

Version of iPad was important as I discovered that my iPad did not support some of the
features covered. It would have been very helpful to know this ahead of time. I may have
been able to borrow another more up-to-date iPad from school
Course was interesting, but I think the mix of people was varied. I have some experience
of iPads and info was basic - did not learn anything new. Presenters were interesting.
Thanks.

3.

Implementing some of the good practices I learned on this course is not easy as they
require 1:1 time with pupils which my authority find hard to resource.

SSC Course 11: Sensory Rooms and Cerebral Visual Impairment (06/11/2015)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
All the vision leads from the 6 special schools have had copies and this will be rolled out to
the vision champions in each school at a training day on June 6th.
2.
To some extent: staff meeting immediately after the course but not since.
3.
Refer to ‘Vision and the brain’ (book)
4.
Reviewed following the course and feedback given to my peer group.
5.
Info shared with class team. 2 team members then went to hear Dr Dutton speak.
Practice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

I am planning to carry out some sensory room training with staff.
The special schools I support are taking part in a study of the impact of using colour tents.
We have had success with a few children already.
Created colour tents.
In discussing the ways in which CVI might affect pupils performance of classroom tasks.
The relevant pupil has moved school.
Observing pupils I suspect have CVI. Collaborating with vision impaired teacher.
I use colour tents in my classroom now. I am in the process of trying to assess pupils

Other Comments:
1.
2.

We are waiting for new materials to further develop activities that will, I hope, enhance
learning for identified children.
Thoroughly enjoyed it! Thank you.

3.

4.

5.
6.

The course was informative, however as I work in a mainstream setting I do not work with
children with this level of visual impairment. My attendance was to gain knowledge of
sensory rooms, at present there isn’t one in my workplace but I feel more informed on the
purpose and requirements should a sensory room be required/provided in the future.
I was inspired to involve all the special schools I support to work with colour tents to
stimulate visual awareness/attention in children who previously have appeared to be
unaware of even light/dark.
Although I work with adults, I still felt the course was very appropriate.
Need for clearer definition as to what CVI actually does to vision.

SSC Course 13: Sharing Practice: supporting children with low or no vision in the
mainstream primary school (25/11/2015)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
Have used information of the Developmental Journal for children with additional needs.
1.
I have used information to make resources.
2.
Looked at VAR notes.
3.
The UEB online website.
4.
Awareness raising for peers and ideas.
5.
Meeting with teacher of VI (Ed Psych)
6.
Shared with colleagues and looking to put in place.
7.
Referred to website listed. Used information to contact organisation at course.
Practice
1.
2.

Already using journal and have shared info on it with fellow workers who have also used
it.
Use of tablet and notebook.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

As I am fairly new to the VI role, I find that I use the information learned throughout my
work - particularly considering perception.
More awareness/knowledge.
I have used the information provided on adapting the curriculum in my own practice.
Awareness raising for peers and the content.
Planning joint training with teacher of VI (Ed Psych)
A lot of technology was talked about but I was not familiar with this.
Provided feedback on course to teacher of primary class so they could followup areas of
interest/use in our circumstance. Tried to explain how increased use of technology may aid
learning.

Other Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Excellent course - well paced.
Most informative course. Useful to see the different perspectives. Opens your mind to the
problems/struggles encountered by others.
Every teacher who has a visually impaired pupil should attend the course.
This course was very helpful. The guidance and advice given has been very useful when
supporting children with visual impairments. The advice given on adapting the curriculum
and the technology used by pupils was very interesting.
I was hoping there was more emphasis on ‘low’ vision than ‘no’ vision.
We have limited scope for implementing the ideas suggested, partly due to parental
preference ie mum & dad don’t want their child to be perceived as ‘different’. Mainstream
school and a new pupil.
Very enjoyable course and very relevant for an EP (Educational Psychologist) linking with
a VI service.
Course was very well organised and gave a great insight into the problems of visually
impaired children. I learned a lot from the course.
I found the course interesting but the technology explained was too advanced for me as I
have no knowledge of using machines in the classroom. It made me aware of the
importance of technology in the classroom for children with low/no vision and has made
me want to look for further training on how to use equipment and how I could use it as a
class teacher in my daily lessons
I would recommend to teacher more than myself. I am a learning assisitant but ‘general’
primary class not ‘special needs’ so although it was interesting and there was information I
could pass on, it was more relevant to the teacher.
I think that there was a little bit too much focus on completely blind children. I was aware
there were teachers there who had VI children in their class and could have used more
practical, relevant advice. Even letting them experience sim specs. I feel it was aimed at
those already in the VI community.
Although an interesting and enjoyable day, I hadn’t realised the course would focus so
heavily on children with no vision in mainstream school. Therefore there was only about an
hour of the whole day where I was able to gain some ideas and relate to issues discussed.
It was a very interesting course but not relevant to the needs of my child. iPads were
touched upon briefly but not in enough detail to have a substantial effect on my teaching.

SSC Course 15: Introduction to Auditory Verbal/Play and 101 activities for babies
(4/12/2015)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
Powerpoint materials.
Practice
1.
2.

Use of auditory hooking.
Checks on hearing aids extended specific language activities/games used.

Other Comments:
1.

Another fantastic course - essential CPD to help TODs keep up to date with research and
practice.

SSC Course 16: Developmental Journal for babies and children with a visual impairment
(11/12/2015)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
Looking for advice on client.
2.
Not used it yet but I’m sure opportunities will arise in the near future where they will be
very useful.
3.
Used journal to check milestones
4.
Shared information with child’s mum and staff members.
Practice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Refer to it more now I know how to use it.
Using DJ as a tool in assessment process sharing activity cards with parents/carers.
[Disagree] Not as yet.
Raised my awareness but currently don’t have a pupil with visual impairment.
Consider colours and patterns when working with child (plain coloured table.)

Other Comments:
1.
2.

Another fantastic course - essential CPD to help TODs keep up to date with research and
practice.
Excellent - thank you!

SSC Course 17: Social and Emotional Wellbeing and Self-Advocacy for Learners with a
Visual impairment (22/1/2016)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
Sharing with VI staff planned.
Practice
1.
2.

In developing transition from p7-S1. Initiating a meeting from across city.
Day to day with pupils.

Other Comments:
1.
I have attended a wide variety of courses at SSC over 19 years working with vision support
service and always found them useful, well organised and worthwhile. Also, coming from
Aberdeen gives us chance to mix and share with colleagues across Scotland. As I am retiring
this summer I would like to say, Many thanks and keep up the good work.
2.
Very interesting and well delivered course - content has wider implications across ASNs.
3.
Well done in providing such excellent VI courses. Thanks.
4.
I felt the course was very vague and the number of young people the course facilitator had
worked with was very low.

SSC Course 4: Let me tell you! Story and narrative development for preschool children
with a hearing loss (2/2/2016)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
Inservice for mainstream teachers who have HI pupils in class.
Practice
1.

Using storyboard narratives of pupils own story to develop.

Other Comments:
1.
2.

Parts of the course content was areas that I already know about.
When they are focussed and relevant to current initiatives such as raising attainment
courses are very good.

SSC Course 18: Evaluating listening skills after cochlear implantation (18/2/2016)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
Sounds - frequency & pitch - loud sounds, low sounds.
2.
Worksheets used by SALT then again by class teacher with pupils as followup/consolidation.
3.
Fed back to staff about implants and the importance of wearing them all the time
4.
The power point presentations were not made available
5.
Websites and handouts used.
6.
Cochlear implant material. ‘Baby beats’ etc
7.
Baby beats pack
Practice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Teaching speech, using cued speech.
Sometimes teachers just need gentle reminding - there’s so much on their plate they
sometimes forget little things they’d previously learned and this course nudged me.
Gave me a better understanding of a child wearing implants and expectations.
Discussed new HI pupil, with bilateral implants, with DHT. Helped inform interview with
family of child.
Making sure ‘Ling sounds’ done daily.
Vocalise activities, using on-line resources, baby beats

Other Comments:
1.
2.

Thank you for another very informative and useful course.
Really enjoyed the course. It gave me a great insight on how the child in my care is
developing and has allowed me to enhance my knowledge and skills to give him more
support and help.

SSC Course 19: Art and Creativity for Children and Young People with Complex Needs
(5/2/2016)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
I need to make time to allow this!
Practice
1.
2.

I feel more confident taking a more fun approach and following the student’s lead more
readily also.
Reminding myself of the importance of fun!!!

Other Comments:
1.
2.

3.

This was such an interesting and refreshing perspective on what ‘art’ is and how we can
use it in our play sessions with ASN children - really useful!
Sorry, but no new information or ideas, but welcomed opportunity to meet other
participants and discuss experiences. If SSC was running other courses re. complex
needs. Flo Longhorn has unrivalled expertise.
I don’t think the course was as suitable for me & my pupils as I thought initially

SSC Course (in conjunction with SQA): Assessment issues for Deaf Candidates
(26/2/2016)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
DMS - sharing practice.
Practice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Taking BSL Course.
I have shared information with colleagues in mainstream settings.
Making questions more accessible.
No real answers to listening questions.
In discussions with mainstream staff to help make better choices when choosing what to
study/assess.

Other Comments:
1.
2.

More investigations into subtitling issues for candidates if this changes as an exam
concession.
The course was helpful to keep my own knowledge up-to-date and also enabled me to
share information with colleagues in mainstream.

SSC Course 21: An Introduction to smiLE Therapy (11/3/2016)

Examples:
Reading materials
2.
I have shared information with colleagues in the service I work in.
3.
Bought the manual.
4.
The checklists.
5.
Used with pupil to enable him to ask for something from office appropriately.
Practice
2.
Encouraging pupils to wait to take their turn, practising good manners whilst out with
school eg shopping trip for ingredients for cooking.
3.
Unable to do so as yet for logistical reasons but will do so.
Other Comments:
3.
4.
5.
6.

The course was too long with some very short breaks.
A very enjoyable course. I could identify pupils that would benefit from doing this course.
I’d like to see a follow-up to the Smile therapy course.
Very well presented course. Very relevant subject. Disappointed that I was the only SLT
present and nobody from Donaldson’s

SSC Course 22: Physical Education and Sports for Children and Young People with
Visual Impairments or Deafblindness (14-15/3/2016)

Examples:
Reading materials
1.
Direct use on cases, meetings.
2.
Referred to handouts to remind myself of strategies to put in place
Practice
1.
2.
3.

Task analysis, tactile modelling of PE.
During PE lessons with a blind pupil
Tried out ideas given in class with individual pupil - very successful (running)

Other Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Some practical activities would have added to my learning experience.
Great course. One of the most appropriate and relevant courses I’ve been on for my
current post.
Absolutely loved the 2 day course. One of the best I have been on. The speaker was so
knowledgeable.
The course has enhanced my knowledge which I’ve been able to share with colleagues
working directly with children.

SSC Course 23: Habilitation: the early stages (0-5) and MDVI (0-18) (26/04/2016)

Examples:
Reading materials
Bear hunt resonance pack
Still using handouts
Openness to share ideas/resources was excellent.
Practice
Bear hunt resonance pack
Other Comments:
Very good course – Thank you.
Very interesting course and very well presented. I am not sure I had enough basic knowledge
prior to the course to fully absorb the information.
I learned a lot about pre-cane skills and habilitation although I am not currently supporting
anyone who is ambulant at this present time.

SSC Course 25: Whole Service Framework and Strategic Approach to Promoting the
Child’s Voice (13/06/2016)

Examples:
Reading materials
Book recommended has been bought.
Giving tasks that can be done
Issue of the child’s voice has been to fore in authority – have referred to handouts.
In development of person centred resource.
Easier/Easy Posting materials
Practice
Ongoing child with issues re wearing aids. I now have confidence to present the option to him,
that wearing aids is up to him ultimately.
Used to aid QHS supervision and reflective practice.
Team using Easy/Easier posting box. Intending to use maximising independence for INSET
Evaluation
Other Comments:
We had previously completed the course Positive Eye, so this was a welcome refresher rather
than anything new.
Although there was quite a lot of overlap with previous course I had attended, it was useful to
revisit area and self-evaluate progress of our service.

